INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to study the subject, l-parameter groups of symmetry transformations of the first order variational problems in fibred manifolds.
We suppose that we are given a fibered manifold Z-: I7 + X with n-dimensional, orientable base space X. The space of all r-jets of local sections of r will be denoted byyY.
It can be regarded as a fibered manifold overpY, 0 < s < I (joy = Y), and also over X; we shall write nr8 and zl. for the corresponding natural projections. As usual j' will denote the r-jet extension map. If Q is a subset of X we write m(m) for the set of all local sections of rr defined on a neighborhood of 52 (not necessarily the same for all sections). Let R denote the field of real numbers.
Suppose that we are given a rr,-horizontal n-form h (a first order Lagrangian form on x). To any compact, n-dimensional submanifold Q of X is then associated a function r,(w) 3 y -+ h,(y) = 1 jly*h E R -I?
defining a first order variational problem on n. To the study of the critical points of this function (or, more precisely, of the collection of the functions X, labeled by 52) we devoted our previous work [l] , and now we wish to complete the considerations by a description of its invariance properties under local automorphisms of the fibered manifold rr. It is undoubtedly associated with the geometric nature of the matter that one does not need any additional structure in the space r,(m) of sections for this, and all the reasonings can be made in terms of local l-parameter groups and their generators.
The approach we follow is closely related to the work of Trautman [2, 31 and our previous papers [4, 51. Trautman first applied modern geometric methods in the theory of the invariant variational problems and deserved well of deeper understanding of the geometry of these problems. In Section 2 we explain his classification of the symmetry transformations, with an intrinsic definition of the so called generalized invariant transformations studied by the author in [5] . Section 3 contains a well-known result-the necessary and sufficient conditions for a vector field to generate invariant transformations of ho, and is presented essentially for the sake of completeness (see [24] ). Section 4 contains a description of the generalized invariant transformations (see [2] [3] [4] [5] ), and we discuss here the structure of the set of all generators of such transformations, in a way slightly different from Trautman's original description [2-31. We show that this set has a natural structure of the Lie algebra. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to the study of a wide class of local automorphisms of rr, the symmetry transformations of a first order variational problem. We formulate a problem, very natural in our geometric terminology concerning basic notions of the calculus of variations, of finding of those critical points of a variational problem (or the functional ho) for which a prescribed vector field generates a l-parameter group of the symmetry transformations. This problem is easy to generalize to any set of vector fields, and it seems the problem of the symmetry transformations has not yet been posed in this manner. We obtain its solution in terms of a system of partial differential equations similar to the EulerLagrange equations (with a new Lagrangian), or, equivalently, in terms of the Lie derivative of the Euler form (see [l] ). If we want to stress some other aspects of the problem in question we say that its solution describes all vector fields generating symmetry transformations of the critical point. For background definitions of this paper we refer to [I] . We suppose throughout that our manifolds are real and finite-dimensional. All our considerations are in the category P.
CLASSES OF SYMMETRY

TRANSFORMATIONS
Let h be a first order Lagrangian form on r, E(h) the Euler form associated to X. Recall that if p is a differential form on a manifold M and OL an isomorphism of M, then we say that a leaves p invariant provided CX*P = p. In this sense isomorphisms leaving X and E(h) invariant can be considered. However, to apply this definition to the jet spaces and the jet prolongations of isomorphisms of a fibered manifold, it is reasonable to modify it a little. 3. ti is called a symmetry transformation of the pair (A, y), where y is a section of 7r satisfying E(h) ojey = 0, if E(X) ~j% 0 j*y = 0 on ?T"-,'( P-) n j"y(S).
The classes of invariant, generalized invariant, and symmetry transformations are connected with each other. This is described by the next proposition. The following three conditions are equivalent:
1. E generates invariant transformations of A.
2. The relation 0(j?S) X = 0 holds.
3. The relation (dL, j18) + L div t = 0 holds.
Proof. The conditions 1 and 2 are obviously equivalent. Since the identity e( jlB) h = ((dL, j's) + L * div 5) * nr*w holds, the second and the third conditions are also equivalent, which finishes the proof. We note the the condition 3 for the generators of l-parameter groups of invariant transformations is known as the Noether equation [3] . The set of all generators of invariant transformations of a Lagrangian form X with the natural structure of a real vector space and the Lie bracket, is a Lie algebra.
GENERALIZED INVARIANT TRANSFORMATIONS
With the notation of Section 3 we have Theorem 2. The following three conditions are equivalent:
1. S generates generalized invariant transformations of A.
The relation E(B(j?F) A) = 0 holds.
3. There exists a unique n-form p on Y such that e(jw) x = A(p) and dp = 0.
Proof. Using [l, Proposition 121 and Definition 1 we see that 2 follows from 1. Using [I, Theorem 3; 31 we obtain that 2 implies 3. Assume now that the third condition is satisfied. Then [l, Theorem 3; 31 gives qe(fs) A) = ~(k(~)) = 0 which leads, by [l, Proposition 121, to the equality 0( j%) E(h) = 0. This completes the proof.
The set of all generators of the generalized invariant transformations of a first order Lagrangian form has the structure of a Lie algebra, with the usual bracket operation. Proof. Let x be any point of X, y a section of Z-satisfying E(h) o j2y = 0, 9 a m-projectable vector field, and (a t , a,,J its l-parameter group. Consider the point jz2y E y2Y and choose a collection of tangent vectors to /aY at the point E,, , Er ,..., E,, . We have, by [l, Proposition 121 (E(jQx,*h) (jzzy), So x ... x 3,) = ( jzat*E(A) ( jz2y), E. X ... X &) = (E(h) (j$( jz2y)), Tj201t . E. X *.. X Tj5~~ . En",>.
Since Tj$ is a linear isomorphism on each fiber of the tangent bundle space TPY, we see that E(h) ( jzc+(jz2y)) = 0 if and only if E(~llor~*X) ( jzzy) = 0. This shows that if at is a symmetry transformation, i.e., E(h) ( j2c+( j,Zy)) = 0, we obtain our assertion by taking the derivative of the curve 
